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TRANSPORT AND CARE PROJECT
Background
Carers SA is the voice of unpaid family carers across South Australia. Carers have been telling us
over and over again, that access to appropriate and timely transport is an issue for carers and the
persons receiving care – in particular in regional areas. Transport is a major issue for their families,
and especially so in regional and remote areas with lack of transport options making it difficult to get
to appointments, social events, work and leisure.
Carers SA conducted its Carers Count Survey1 (1688 participants) and via carer forums, carer
groups and via service provider networks meetings, we have consistently heard transport listed as a
key concern for carers and their families.
The identified key transport related issues are centred around: equitable access to suitable
affordable transport, transport availability at required times to get to medical appointments, sheer
lack of transport options, carers and people receiving care not getting to medical appointments or
wellbeing activities in time or not at all … and more. Ageing populations where maintaining vehicles,
insurance and self-driving abilities are diminishing, face increasing transport pressures.
Transport users as well as providers of community and transport services have consistently
highlighted this issue over many years. Although some initiatives have brought localised relief for
some, the overall outcomes specifically for regional communities have been assessed by various
sectors as marginal at best.
Carers SA and other services have provided limited supported transport options for eligible persons
who access certain services, where it fitted restrictive funding eligibility, staff, volunteer and other
resources. For some service providers, whose activities were previously block funded, providing
transport under individual funding arrangements may not be a viable option into the future. The
individual funding principles that apply to participants of the National Disability Insurance Scheme
(NDIS) and consequences for providers of transport, is one such example.
Such fundamental changes and also cuts to some supported funding (i.e.: taxi vouchers) further
aggravate existing transport issues across resource stretched communities.
Transport in South Australia as an issue for carers and their families has been raised by Carers SA
in a variety of discussions with governments and politicians. Carers SA’s Briefing Paper2 included
transport as a core issue for South Australians and has been sent to SA State Election candidates
across the political spectrum before the SA State Election 2018. Transport also featured high on the
agenda with request for action submitted in the Carers SA Pre-Budget Submission 2019-20203.
The budgets (funding for services) that providers of services to the community within the Not for
Profit sector can secure, often do not include, or limit options to provide all required support for
transport; or, service structures and budgets just cover the requirements of peak service times.
It became clear that solutions based on established thinking and processes are not producing the
desired level of impact to significantly improve transport issues.
Although providers of services to the community often struggle to cover the demand for transport
during peak service periods, outside those times, vehicles experience down times – especially
outside of service provision hours on weekends, public holidays and so on.

1

Carers SA Carers Count Survey 2017 Summary Report available online via: https://bit.ly/2GscHOD
Carers SA Key Issues– Information for Candidates – State Election 2018 available online via: https://bit.ly/2GRzzr3
3 Carers SA Pre-Budget Submission 2019-2020, available online via: https://bit.ly/2JYrjJN
2
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From this realisation, the question arose how ‘sharing economy thinking’ could improve transport
access in South Australia for those members of our community who rely on supported transport
options.

Don Dunston Foundation – Thinkers in Residence
In early 2017, Carers SA joined the Don Dunston Foundation’s – Thinkers in Residence Program Social Capital Residencies – Partner Initiatives.
Discussions resulted in an interesting opportunity to investigate ‘shared economy thinking’ and its
application to addressing supported transport issues within a South Australian context.
In September 2017, a Roundtable event, which focussed conversations on opportunities for the
care and transport sectors to make a difference, was organised by the Don Dunstan Foundation in
partnership with Carers SA (Chair) as part of the Thinkers in Residence Program’s Social Capital
Residencies. Allyson Hewitt, who was the Principal Thinker in Residence, shared with the
participants her considerable expertise as the leader of the social innovation programs at the MaRS
Discovery District in Toronto, Canada.
A group of Roundtable participants across organisations and sectors came together under the lead
of Carers SA after that event to investigate interest and potential options to pursue a collaborative
working group and subsequent pilot to address some of the persistent issues around transport and
care – especially in regional and country areas.

Carers SA Transport and Care Project
The Carers SA Transport and Care Project formed as a follow on from the initial Roundtable
discussions. The Project received curation support by the Don Dunstan Foundation’s Thinkers in
Residence Program.
Information about the Project attracted wide interest across SA’s Transport and community services,
disability and home care services sectors, as well as businesses and State and Local Governments.
Interest increased from the original 18 participants at the original Roundtable to more than 85
interested in the project and about 25 of these actively progressing the Project.
The ideal outcome of the project was to investigate requirements and options and if feasible run a
pilot to test an ideal which provides improved provision of transport within a set area or region. With
this project attracting general interest, Carers SA published an initial Fact Sheet in August 2018,
updated April 2019 (see Appendix 1).

How we worked together





The project group decided on a fluid structure and minimal process stipulation, or
bureaucracy.
Governance and decisions were made as a group at each meeting and were based on:
o the goodwill of members,
o pro-bono and in-kind support
Options and strategies were assessed and pursued in line with:
o legal requirements and
o ethical conduct principles
o Not For Profit principle and Governance and
o a strong collective motivation to succeed.
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Carers SA made a commitment to chair and coordinate the activities of the project.
Don Dunstan Foundation provided initial curative project support.
Participating organisations (members) were encouraged to share their expertise and where
possible take/share lead roles on up-coming activities and tasks that were necessary for the
success of the project.
Membership to the project group was agreed to as being voluntary and fluid in order to
ensure the best possible project outcomes.
The group met when appropriate to plan and progress the project.
All members received regular and timely communication and shared information regarding
the project and its progress (via Carers SA).

How we progressed the Project toward a potential Pilot
Blue Sky Thinking and Fact Finding
Initially the Project Group met to discuss options on how South Australian issues around transport
could, or should be addressed. Each discussion point resulted in drawing on the expertise of group
members (and others with the relevant subject expertise) to investigate the feasibility of that option
within the resources available to the group, and investigating where potential transport pilot options
could be located and appropriately supported by the group during a potential pilot.
Examples of options / limitations discussed:
a. One organisation act as a central pooled vehicle lease holder and manages and leases out
to interested organisations and/or individuals to address transport issues.
b. Several participating organisations pool their vehicles and centrally manage booking and
legal requirements via a joint entity.
c. Several participating organisations pool their vehicles and manage via an external online
provider of a shared vehicle platforms (existing vs to be custom designed)
d. On site/phone booking and access process vs online booking and access process
e. Inter-organisational bookings vs inclusion of general community members (general car hire
system)
f. Vehicle hire vs Vehicle including driver hire
o What if drivers are to be provided for all or some hires: Staff, organisational
volunteer,
o other options discussed
g. Legal and licencing and accreditation requirements for each option

During this extended period of discussions, Carers SA initiated the Carers SA Transport and Care
Survey in mid-2018 to confirm the details of transport need in South Australia.
The analysis of the survey data from 367 participants (52 metro ADL, 315 country / regional) was
published and distributed across the group, relevant Ministers and Government departments and
SA’s transport and human services sectors in December 2018.
The survey summary report4 paints a rather grim picture of South Australian transport issues: 76%
assessed above average severity to issues around transport; of these, 38% experience transport as
a severe community issue. Only 18% of respondents experienced no issues with transport.
The majority of survey participants (67%) reported to have missed out on important events and
appointments (including medical appointments with specialists) – see Table1 below.
4

Carers SA, 2018 Transport and Care Survey – Summary Report, available via: https://bit.ly/2JUuDFG
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Table 1: Transport Issues – Missed Appointments by survey respondents:

67% missed out on appointments or events
(5% ‘always’, 17% ‘usually’ miss out)

Miss out on
rare
occasion
(15%)

Experienced
no issues
around
transport
(18%)

After discussions and analysing sector experience, resources and locational data, the group
selected and confirmed the Murray Mallee / Murray Bridge region in country South Australia as a
potential area/site for an innovative transport pilot.

A decision was made that a pilot would tap into latent vehicle resources across organisations in the
region and:



Involve sharing of (fleet) vehicles in a joint pool via an online booking and access system (to
be sourced and implemented)
Aim to make currently latent transport options available across weekdays as well as
weekends.

Several organisations have made commitments to support the pilot based on capacity, feasibility
and resources. No formal funding was available specifically for this project or the pilot.
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THE PILOT: “BRIDGE TO CARS”
The collaborative work of the Transport and Care Project group continued via a subgroup. Work
across the Project and the pilot progressed along the following timelines (also available in larger
print as appendix):

The November 2018 Transport and Care Project workshop was attended by Guy Turnbull, Thinker
in Residence (Don Dunston Foundation), who gave a presentation regarding his UK social impact
enterprise initiatives. These insights, together with the local context knowledge shared by the
workshop participants and the data available regarding South Australian and Murray Lands specific
transport issues which was presented based on the Carers SA Transport Survey 2018 resulted in a
decision to form a ‘sub-project group’.

Bridge to Cars - Independent Pilot Sub-Group
The purpose of the sub project group was to investigate local strengths and resources available and
identify potential risks and hurdles, design processes and procedures and ‘pending outcomes’ – run
a short, initial pilot to test assumptions and local uptake.

Several organisations, which were represented at the November meeting were able to commit to an
active involvement in the project’s sub-group and provide resources and people-power to bring a
potential initial pilot to success.
9

As a result of these commitments, the following organisations have subsequently played an active
key role in making the Pilot happen, by providing staffing, expertise, resources and other materials.

A first meeting for the Pilot Sub Group was scheduled for early February 2019.
At that meeting, the sub group members (15-18 fluid membership over time) agreed to operate
under the same ethical and practical guiding principles that were established for the Transport and
Care Project.

Location Rationale
Based on available transport research data, local knowledge and strong commitment, the SubGroup members confirmed the decision to focus the initial pilot on sharing vehicles between
organisations operating in the Murray Bridge region. Although, other areas and regions across
South Australia were under discussion, the Murray Bridge general region was chosen as it had:






a high need for additional (supported) transport
all actively supporting organisations had representation and/or service interests in this area
all actively supporting organisations were able to provide resources and other support to the
pilot
three organisations had suitable vehicles locally stationed, that could be made available for
hire during the pilot
a convenient accessible vehicle storage area and pick-up and drop administrative and
consumer service support was made available for the pilot in this area.

Leading, Working and Learning Together
The Sub-Group made the decision at the first meeting that no organisation should be singled out for
specific mentions, or no hierarchy of contributions shall be established. This pilot should be seen
and accepted as a ‘grass roots community initiative’. Therefore, all kudos, successes and outcomes
(positive or learnings) are shared equally by the group under the banner: “Bridge to Cars Pilot”.
The roles of pilot project lead, administrative support and chairing the group was open to all. One
organisation volunteered to take on these roles. During the decision making processes, every
member’s voice counted at the same weight.
10

The group recognised that complexities around practical, legal and governance details required the
focus of working groups. The questions about ‘who’ can access (hire) vehicles through this pilot
project had significant implications on licencing, accreditations and risk management requirements.
The following groups worked for several weeks to investigate and gather the relevant information
across key topics:
Advice & Learning and governance: insurance, risks, legal and accreditation requirements,
issues around access to vehicles by general community – non-staff / volunteers, risk
management
Administration: options / operations of potential vehicle booking systems, training for staff on
systems and processes in relation to a pilot
Evaluation & Survey(s): design feedback surveys / reporting
Awareness raising: Pilot naming and Logo design, marketing, public relations, media exposure
for the pilot to spread the word and attract consumers to participate in the pilot.
Other arising items: assuring vehicles made available for hire during the pilot are suitable,
serviced, safe and on site before the start of the pilot. Procedures and lines of
communication are in place should the unexpected occur.

Working group members participated in accordance to their area of expertise and resource
capacity. Where necessary and appropriate, information and expertise were sourced from outside
the working group.
Findings, solutions and potential stumbling blocks which were collated or uncovered by the five
working groups, formed the basis for discussions at the next meeting (April 2019) and informed the
details around a potential progression of a pilot.

Decision Time
The Pilot Sub Group members met in April to discuss the finding of the working groups, with the
purpose of making a decision whether a pilot could go ahead and set the scope of operations for the
pilot.
The following decisions and associated rationales will give insight into some of the issues a pilot
faced and how these were addressed. Please note that some of the stated items may be specific to
South Australian regulations, or based on specific local circumstances. Other items will apply across
other regional or metropolitan areas as well and may support the initial decision making for vehicle
resource sharing initiatives in other localities.
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Decisions and Rationale
Decision / Confirmation

Rationale

Pilot will progress

Assessment of Buy in – all “ducks are in a row”.

Pilot Name and Logo
approved

Bridge to Cars – includes in the logo the rather famous Murray
Bridge bridge (completed in 1879) and adds a specifically nice
locally relevant flavour to the project’s name and logo.

Operational between
6 May to 30 Jun 2019

End of fin year – access to vehicles changed contractual
environment after July 19 will require re-assessment of vehicle
availability.

Pilot Scope Principles

A decision was made to tap into local organisations’ fleet utilisation
capacity and share fleet vehicles during times of under-utilisation
amongst not for profit organisations in the area.
Managing availability data for vehicles, bookings and hire via a
smart fleet management systems (similar to the one used by CARL
ride) would be preferred over a complex and human resource
intensive on site booking and scheduling system.

Vehicle Hire cost

Who can hire a vehicle

Free for the duration of the pilot.
This approach fitted best with the intention of the pilot to test
processes and general motivation for uptake of such initiatives.
Discussions included deferring investigating a potential business
model based on hire fees to a later date, once it was established
that ride sharing uptake within the region is effective and adds
value to an organisation’s operations and services, as well as
providing additional transport benefits to community.
 Not for Profit organisations only who are operating services in the
area, but vehicles can be hired for travel outside the area (ie:
travel between regional and Metro area, or between regions.
 Options for potential access of vehicles to other organisations or
for profit organisations (business) would have caused some
issues with organisations who made the vehicles available for the
pilot. The barriers were mainly related to funding contracts of
supplying organisations, which made use of their vehicles outside
the NfP sector not possible.
12

A decision was made to keep vehicle sharing within the NfP
sector which would address an important part of the local need
either during peak transport needs for some organisations, and
after hours and weekends for specific type of vehicles (ie people
transporters).
In addition such hiring options could take pressure off budgets of
smaller NfP organisations who could value-add transport
services or provide services that require transporting clients, to
their community without having to lock a fully leased vehicle into
their budget line when such a vehicle could not be utilised fully.
 Members of the community, or potential expansions of the pilot
into wider regions, or other areas were deferred until after this
initial pilot evaluation become available. Reason: additional
accreditation, licencing and other cost increasing and
governance and risk management requirements factors. (i.e.:
chauffeured vehicles licencing and accreditation costs / taxi type
licencing requirements e.t.c.)
CARL selected as the
supported online vehicle
management platform

 Hard copy options discussed in the absence of financially viable
online options
 Designing an online platform would require considerable funding
and would ‘re-invent’ a wheel for a relatively small pilot outcome.
However, having a purpose designed online platform may be an
option in the future should vehicle sharing between funded
organisations and governments become a national strategy.
 CARL reporting will provide information regarding potential cost
benefits, as the online system will provide reports that can
indicate income potentials, if the pilot had run with the aim of
financial self-sufficiency.
 Potential business case shall be considered after the completion
of the pilot.

Website to be hosted for
Bridge to Cars

Website live hosting and designated email address: via Eyre
Consulting during the pilot period: www.bridgetocars.com.au
See resulting media exposure of this project:
 Check out ABC’s coverage of Bridge to Cars on 14th April 2019
via: www.youtube.com/watch?v=RolBcRiBKYg .
 Other coverage See Appendix 6

Design and provide
marketing material

 Media release
 Flyers,
 Vehicle Signage
 Social Media tiles / text
 Social media strategy
 Emailed out to pilot group and extended services networks
(see Appendix 3)

Car storage / Key pick up
and Drop off

 Cars were parked at a local service provider’s (pilot group
member) car park, who provided key pick up and drop of services
during business hours and collected in-car feedback forms
(hard-copy options).
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 A key less entry option, or 24/7 electronic access to keys was
investigated, but was too resource intensive and not a cost
effective option considering the duration of the initial pilot.
However, that option would certainly be under consideration in
the future.
Vehicle signage approved

Rear window graphics final design provided the information about
the Pilot on the rear window of all vehicles but allowed drivers to
see through from the inside of the vehicle to monitor traffic.
Risk management is
addressed

Examples - Vehicle / Drivers
 Licencing and other suitability considerations for drivers are the
responsibility the Not for Profit organisation that will be hiring the
vehicle. (NfP Governance requirements include vehicle and
staff/volunteer driver policies).
 Accident / damage processes apply as for any other vehicle, or
leased or owned by supplying organisations.
 Supplying organisations accepted the risk that a damaged
vehicle may be out of action for their own use due to being hired.
The argument to accept that risk was because vehicle damage
can also occur in-house just as well. The benefits to community
(and potential income for the supplying organisations) outweigh
that risk.
 Vehicle insurance policies were confirmed by the supplying
organisations to cover the circumstances of this pilot.
 Rights and responsibilities of hiring organisations is information
made available via CARL.
Other:
 Key supporters of the pilot program may no longer be able to
support the pilot: The fluidity of pilot group membership and
shared information and resources related to the pilot will address
this issue. For that purpose a dropbox.com shared online
resource access file has been created in addition to email
distribution of resources and information across members.
 Risk to income of existing transport provider: The need for
additional transport options in the area outweigh that risk.
Transport providers were informed of the pilot and voiced their
support for the pilot.

Evaluations / Surveys

 In-car short survey evaluating each hire occasion
 End of pilot summary survey to organisations who have hired
vehicles during the pilot
 Summary report covering the total journey from the Transport to
Care Project and the associated Bridge to Cars Pilot
14

 Summary report to be distributed to members –
 Summary report to be potentially made available via open access
(Transport and Care and Bridge to Cars Pilot Group decision)
(see Appendix 4)
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“Bridge to Cars” – PILOT EVALUATION
Outcomes
Summary: The pilot ran for 6 weeks to 30June 2019.
The feedback from users of hired vehicles which provided feedback after each hire session as well
as the feedback received from their Not for Profit employer organisations was exceptionally positive
and encouraging.

Learnings
General Considerations
Establishing the working group and the pilot took quite considerable initial research and
investigation, discussions and negotiations to make it happen (see Appendix 5 - Project and Pilot
Timelines). It was most important to have community voices heard (survey) and engage suitable
and committed participating organisations and supporters, and a working group, all willing to share
resources and energy along the way.
The working group supported the pilot by disseminating information about the pilot to their regional
as well as a wider network. Placement of articles, social media content and radio interviews in the
area, statewide and on one morning even spread to a national ABC Breakfast news segment
spread the word. (see Appendixes for text of the Media Release, Social Media strategy and Media
coverage information).
In addition to media and social media engagement and distribution of information tapping into
established network connections across the region – including making personalised contact with
organisation that could potentially be interested and benefit from accessing a vehicle via the pilot proved most successful in getting the word out and linking a potential opportunity to an active
engagement with the opportunity.
The Bridge to Cars Website received over 700 views and close to 500 users (see: Appendix 6 –
Marketing Analytics).
With all the outgoing efforts to market the pilot, the initial take up during the first weeks was
relatively slow, but then interest began to build. Overall, the pilot offers a small, but interesting
sample of future possibilities for expansion and increased uptake. Having feedback mechanisms in
place using verbal and structured surveys, which were based on RBA – Results Based
Accountability principles, provided additional validity for the presented data – even if it was based
on as small sample set.
Bridge to Cars received 28 booking request for its small fleet of 3 vehicles over the 6 week pilot
period.

Feedback Received
The feedback received from the Consumer Experience surveys has been overwhelmingly positive,
with all participants confirming that they could recommend this shared vehicle pilot to others.
Overall, hiring process components and satisfaction with the hired vehicles were within ‘satisfied’
and ‘very satisfied’ range.
16

Most participants hired a shared vehicle on several occasions during the pilot period. It is of interest
to note that none of the organisations had previously hired a vehicle via a vehicle sharing system.
Van / people mover and sedan options were equally popular with similar utilisation rates.
Purpose for hiring a vehicle was predominantly
for service client access, to increase social
participation and attending appointments. Small
number of organisations required a vehicle for
organisational transport purposes.

THE PROGRAM HAS ENABLED US
TO DELIVER AN ELDERS PROGRAM

Organisations confirmed that access to the pilot
vehicles has made a positive contribution to
address the transport needs of the organisations
/ passengers and increased service capacity and
options.

THAT WE WOULD NOT HAVE
OTHERWISE BEEN ABLE TO DO.
Feedback Survey Participant

An extended Pilot Participants’ Feedback Summary is available within Appendix 4.

Budgets
Although funding has been sought initially, there has been no formal funding support for this project.
All organisations involved have provided their staff time and all resources to the pilot on a pro-bono
basis.
Estimates of core costings across the group lead to the assumption that $50,000 would have
covered the initial costs of on-boarding organisations and supporters, basic marketing and
establishing vehicle resource sharing program in a region.

Sharing Pilot Costs
In our “Bridge to Cars” pilot cost was shared through pro-bono input across all participating
organisations.
This pro bono commitment benefitted the pilot as well as strengthened ongoing relationships and
networks that have been formed along the way, which will benefit the local community into the
future.
The terms ‘stronger together’, ‘grass roots community initiative’ and ‘pooling scarce resources’
certainly apply to this group of individuals and organisations. Nothing could stop the will and
commitment, and the motivation to bring better transport options to the local community – and prove
that it can be done.
In this document, we have purposefully not named the individual organisations’ specific
contributions to the pilot. As a group, an early decision was made not to establish a ‘hierarchy’ of
participants or contributors, but establish a view of ‘community effort’.
Beyond the pilot, maintaining a no-cost approach to vehicle sharing is not feasible. Vehicle leasing,
maintenance, cleaning, storing and online booking site service costs will need to be considered
when setting hiring rates for future vehicle sharing programs. This pilot opted to use CARL
(StreetFleet) as a supporting online hire platform. CARL offers options for commercial or otherwise
determined rates to be individually set by organisation who list vehicles in the hiring pool.
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Considering the impact on wider community and business
Expectations of continuous access and long-term availability of a service or system must be
addressed when designing any new services or pilot options. It is likely that other communities, like
it was the case for the community chosen for this pilot, have experienced short term projects, pilots
and time and resource limited programs.
‘Pilot’ and ‘Program’ fatigue - short term funding apathy with the community and sector may prohibit
enthusiastic buy-in. The Bridge to Cars pilot, in addition, required considerations which included
potential changes to Not for Profit / For Purpose business and budget strategies which may involve
reducing a vehicle fleet across a sector and relying on a shared pool of vehicles. This may involve a
drastic re-think of strategic considerations and collaborative efforts across a sector.
Under consideration for this pilot for example were competing (commercial and service provision)
interests in the region. For example, the issue of reducing income potential for taxi operators was
raised with the pilot group.
Taxi and other (commercial) transport providers may consider investigating collaborative innovation
across transport sectors. This may be efforts to include commercial services into local community
support strategies by providing innovation around collaborative strategies, during established
commercial down times.
The transport industry and provision of transport changes through innovations, which include local
community options, sector innovation but also an influx of business competitors based on gig
economies like Uber, ride sharing initiatives or car-pooling. All these initiatives base their purpose
on answering stated community needs by providing efficient, fast, personalised access.
Providers of any forms of transport whether they are based on government grant funding, contracts,
community based private non-monitory initiatives, or commercial interests may be best served by
collaboration across a combined network.
Such collaboration would be in the long-term interest of transport service users and the wider
community.
Taking an adversary approach based on purely competitive motivation to secure a slice of business
is likely to have as its unintended consequence a reduction (or phasing out) of transport service
operators, which reduces the overall variety of options and might put a community at risk.
Risks to the success of an innovation or change in approach, or any strategy – in our case the
substantial shift in transport services landscape across a region - would be along an adaptation
timeline.

Ensuring Change for the Better
Diffusing an original intention to bring betterment through an innovation can face key dangers to
achieving a successful shift from a pilot to an ongoing improvement strategy that benefits
community and business.
The graph below (Diffusion of Innovation) demonstrates this concept by pointing out one of the key
chasms that can trap success and could also - potentially - lead to unintended negative
consequences.
In the case of our transport resource sharing project, the shift from a pilot (Innovators) to an ongoing
vehicle sharing program would be well achievable. However, the continuing collaboration with, and
motivation of an early and late majority of transport providers and users must be carefully planned
to avoid unintended negative consequences.
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At a certain key point along the path of success a chasm opens:

In order to avoid a deep fall, two key issues will require careful acknowledgement and early counterpreparation:
Issue 1: can stop an innovation from becoming embedded and thus will not be able to sustain a
positive impact to a local community.
“The pilot does not extend to an innovation implementation phase.”
The reasons for this could be that either the pilot’s intentions or processes did not produce
the desired result, or are not sustainable; or the idea does not receive the support of the
community or services that the pilot was intended to support.
Consequently, for our project this would mean that the pilot does not continue to the next
step and learnings are collected. The regional transport issues remain the same as it was
before. The losses are predictable, but entail major consequence apart from the
disappointment of those who enthusiastically embraced and worked hard at transforming the
idea into reality; and the fact that the loss of inputted resources have to be absorbed.
Circumstances that could lead to this outcome:


Community transport needs changed substantially during the pilot period and
therefore the initiative is no longer required.



Feedback from users does not support a continuation of the initiative to the next step.



Sufficient resources to manage a program beyond the pilot are not available across
the sector.



The uptake of the shared vehicle pilot was assessed to be too low to warrant a
continuing transport initiative; and the assessed reasons for the low uptake warrant a
discontinuation of the pilot.
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A low uptake of a piloted opportunity in itself should not necessarily be a deterrent to
continuing an initiative beyond the pilot stage. Some causes for low uptake may require
additional transition interventions and change support.
Learnings from our pilot and discussions:


For some organisations, vehicles are easily accessible due to an established surplus
in house. Continuing a pilot would lead to potential cost savings, but only, if the
number of leased cars overall across the sector is re-assessed and potentially
reduced.



For organisations who have leased vehicles in stock, reducing overall surplus vehicle
resources in order to gain a budget cost benefit does attract at least some temporary
risks:
For example:
o

Established processes and practices and staff expectations to have transport
available when needed and conveniently located on site may require a
different approach and a shift in culture to addressing transport needs and will
require considered change management of internal processes and effective,
monitored vehicle booking systems that allow for resource cost efficiency
assessments.

o

Some organisations may not have the resources or have access to expertise
to assess and compare cost efficiencies across their own fleet of vehicles with
potentially accessing shared vehicle resources.



Organisations who do not have access to their own fleet vehicle(s) may feel reluctant
to change operations and service offerings based on available vehicles during a pilot,
which may, or may not continue. Changing operations and services for a short period
of time, without guaranteed access to vehicles in the future via a shared vehicle
initiative may raise consumer expectations to beyond what can be supported, and/or
may add additional cost to the budget in the short pilot term without guaranteed
return on that investment. Hence taking up a pilot opportunity is not supported.
However if the pilot should continue to become an established and sustained local
initiative, such organisations may well be very interested.



Changing operations or innovating on service offerings to the community that
incorporate transport, which was unavailable before, may require staff, training and
other resources that may be beyond current capacity. This may be an issue due to
the short term of the pilot, or it may be an ongoing investment concern for an
organisation, or services across a location/region in general.
Addressing the management of change in these circumstances would require
innovative and collaborative support between organisations within a location/region.

Issue 2: an innovation moves beyond the pilot stage and for an extended period provides a positive
impact to a local community and attracts an early majority of adapters and users – but stops.
“The pilot does extend to an innovation implementation phase but folds after an
initially successful period of time.”
The reasons for this could be that innovators or key supporters of the pilot withdraw support
if the innovation is not self-sustaining, or circumstances, or policies change – the innovation
folds.
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Consequently, for our project the severity of consequences would depend on the two
dynamics:
Either: The program closes ‘half way up the hill to success’ but the sector, community and
business adapt quickly to the change and can return to the original status quo.
Or: in a more difficult and certainly even more undesirable circumstance, the program
operates for a long enough period of time to establish shifts in the transport sector across
the region. These shifts may include:






strategic business decisions to provide, or not to provide certain transport options,
it may involve service organisations making budgeting and organisational decisions
(i.e.: introducing shared vehicle options as a core strategy to a business model,
moving a service or business in, or out of a specific region etc.)
or raise community expectations which, if disappointed, could result in
disengagement, and further isolation of the most vulnerable,
or, as a worst case scenario: even a loss of transport options to a level below that
available before the start of the pilot.

The last dot-point should not be underestimated, especially if other previously existing
transport options, (or funding options) are continuing to reduce. For example: in some states,
taxi voucher system stopped and shifting to be included in NDIS plans. There might be
scenarios where community transport funding options currently available, but funded via
timed grants were to be reduced or ended up as no longer available.

It is therefore vital that the decision to move the pilot to an ongoing operational stage and
specifically at what size – either limited in size and participants or as an initiator of a systemic
change - must be considered and moved forward with care.

Recommendations


Carefully consider and assess local dynamics across sectors, focus on assessed community
needs, establish buy-in from suitable participating organisations managing a shared vehicle
pool.



Ensure financial feasibility of pilot and project(s) (modelling of cost savings) to avoid a future
diffusion of the innovation which may give raise to unintended negative consequences.



Investigate options to obtain a Return on Investment (ROI) analysis to establish the baseline
of participants / vehicles needed to ensure the efficiency of a larger regional vehicle sharing
initiative beyond the pilot and its scope.



Establish a clear business case based on the modelling cost savings to ensure the financial
sustainability and independence of an initiative beyond the pilot. The business case should
build on the pilot’s pre-curser to provide additional regional transport options for
disadvantaged or isolated members of the community as its core purpose.



Establish MOUs between participating organisations who feed into the vehicle pool and/or
support through resourcing or expertise. Such MOUs should hold the original pilot’s core
purpose at the forefront of strategic collaborations.
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Other potential transport solution and items, which were suggested for potential future
consideration:


Research options for the potential of a joint fleet across several NfP organisation via a
booking system (i.e.: CARL). The focus would be to combine all fleet vehicles across
organisations to one location and access via one booking system.
Investigate viability and potential cost savings for the sector or for the number of participating
organisations across a location / region.



Check out Wheel-Trans5
Wheel-Trans is a para-transit system in Toronto, Ontario, Canada, provided/funded by
the Toronto Transit Commission (TTC). It provides specialised door-to-door accessible transit
services for persons with physical disabilities using its fleet of accessible minibuses or contracted
accessible taxis. Users must register with the TTC who will typically grant access to those with
permanent disabilities or show difficulty in traveling short distances. Wheel-Trans only provides
service within the city of Toronto and accepts regular TTC fare.

5



Integration of the local gig economy into transport initiatives.



Investigate / research any other opportunities or strategies to scale the pilot up to a
sustainable initiative. This may include discussions about timing: Are we - the region’s
community / sectors / businesses - ready to shift to or embrace a new initiative (receptor
capacity).

http://www.ttc.ca/WheelTrans/index.jsp
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Appendix 1 – Carers SA – Project Fact Sheet
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Appendix 2 – Initial Carers SA Transport Survey 2018
Electronic survey info distribution and links to
the survey’s online option were distributed via
social services, community and transport
networks and via articles and/or short
advertisements in various online publications /
newsletters.
Survey hardcopy info flyer – distributed in
offices, libraries, service providers, surgeries,
community centres etc.
Note: Hardcopy options of the survey were
available and were distributed via the Transport
and Care Project Group as well as wider general
service networks and transport sector, local
government – as an example. Hardcopy
questionnaires were centrally collated at Carers
SA and transferred to the electronic format.

Networks actively supported the distribution of the
survey and information about the survey to
transport users.

Results - A Summary Report of this Carers SA - Transport and Care Survey is available online via
the Carers SA website6.

6

Carers SA Transport and Care Survey 2018 – Summary Report available online: https://bit.ly/2JUuDFG
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Appendix 3 – Bridge to Cars Pilot Resources
Media Release

Page 2
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Logo

Flyer

28

Facebook Tile
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Website Content - www.bridgetocars.com.au

BRIDGING THE GAP IN TRANSPORT NEEDS
CONTACT US LOGIN REQUEST

BOOK NOW

FEEDBACK SURVEY

Bridge to Cars is a grass roots initiative of the Not for Profit sector and others to tackle transport
issues in regional South Australia.
The core outcome of this pilot is to improve access to transport options.
During the pilot all Not for Profit organisations that operate in the Murray Bridge area will have
access to vehicles via an online booking service.
Accessing the vehicles is free during the pilot period for Not for Profit organisations. All we ask for in
exchange is for you to return the car in good condition, with a full tank of fuel and provide open
feedback via a short survey about your experience.
The information you provide will help the project partners to evaluate the pilot processes and study
the feasibility of a possible regional expansion of the Bridge to Cars vehicle resource sharing
concept.
Please make use of this opportunity! Hire a car from Bridge to Cars and spread the word to other
Not for Profit organisations which will help us collect data, so that we can assess and plan any
future vehicle sharing projects.
Tackling Transport Issues
Bridge to Cars is a new pilot program to address the lack of transport options for regional South
Australian’s needing transport for specific needs.
Vehicle Sharing
Bridge to Cars offers a pool of 3 vehicles for Not for Profit organisations that operate in the Murray
Bridge area to book for their clients to meet specific transport needs.
Limited time only
The Bridge to Cars pilot will operate from 6 May until the 30 June 2019.
How to get started
Step 1: Complete the Login Request to get your username and password here
Step 2: Book your Bridge to Cars vehicle here
Step 3: Tell us about your experience once you have used Bridge to Cars here.
Check out ABC’s coverage of Bridge to Cars on 14th April 2019.
Bridge to Cars is proudly supported by the following organisations:
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Social Media Campaign
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Pilot Information – Marked on Pilot Vehicles
All vehicles who were available for hire during the Bridge to Cars Pilot were signed with a Bridge to
Cars logo and information window tile (see through).
Example:
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Appendix 4 - Surveys
Bridge to Cars Pilot Questionnaires
Survey – Each Individual Hire
Collected in-car and available online to be completed by drivers for each individual hire. The hard
copies were collected by Carers SA and transferred to the electronic format.
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Final Survey – Organisations
Collected online to be completed by organisations who have participated in the pilot as consumers
(hired a vehicle during the pilot). Survey responses were collected at the conclusion of the pilot.
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35

36

37
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Surveys - Summary Results
Carers SA Transport and Care Survey 2018
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The full Summary Report of this Carers SA - Transport and Care Survey 2018 is available online via
the Carers SA website7.

7

Carers SA Transport and Care Survey 2018 – Summary Report available online: https://bit.ly/2JUuDFG
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Pilot Participants’ Feedback Summary

Consumer Experience - Individual Hire
Q: How would you rate your overall experience accessing and using this car today?

Q: “Access to this car has made a positive contribution to the specific transport
needs of your organisations/passenger(s) today” (Please also ask your passenger(s)
if appropriate)

Q: How likely are you to recommend Bridge to Cars to others?
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Examples of additional comments made by survey participants:
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Consumer Experience - Organisation’s Overall Feedback
Q: How likely are you to recommend a program like Bridge to Cars to other
organisations?



75% of organisations rated the likelihood to recommend at 10  out of 10
25% of organisations rated the likelihood to recommend at 9  out of 10

Q: On how many occasions has your organisation hired a vehicle via this pilot?



Half of the organisations reported hiring a vehicle between 2 and 4 times during the duration
of the pilot (6 weeks).
An additional quarter of organisations reported hiring a vehicle 5 or more times.

Q: Evaluating the Bridge to Cars pilot as transport option for your organisation, can
you please let us know what impact not having access to the vehicle(s) would have
had for your operations?

Comment Example:

Other trends:







None of the organisations had previously hired a vehicle via a vehicle sharing system.
Van / people mover and sedan options were equally popular with similar utilisation rates.
Purpose for hiring a vehicle was predominantly for service client access, to increase social
participation and attending appointments. Small number of organisations required a vehicle
for organisational transport purposes.
Overall hiring process components and satisfaction with the hired vehicles were within
‘satisfied’ and ‘very satisfied’ range.
Organisations confirmed that access to the pilot vehicles has made a positive contribution to
address the transport needs of the organisations / passengers and increased service
capacity and options.
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Appendix 5 – Project and Pilot Timeline

Appendix 6 – Media Coverage


ABC Television Interview: People living with disabilities struggle to get appointments 14th
April 2019



5MU Radio Interview: Helping Murray Bridge Residents get around 9th May 2019



5MU Radio Online Article: Pilot Program to Bridge Rural Transport Challenges 9th May
2019



Murray Valley Standard Article: Bridge to Cars pilot aims to overcome lack of public
transport in Murray Bridge 10th May 2019.

Appendix 7 – Marketing Analytics
Related to the Bridge to Cars website.
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